Chairman Godshall, Chairman Caltagirone
And Members of the House Consumer Affairs Committee

My name is Tanya McCloskey. I have been serving as the Acting Consumer
Advocate of Pennsylvania since 2012 and have worked at the Office of Consumer Advocate

since 1987with a primary focuson energyissues. Thank you for inviting me to give comments
before this Committee regarding House Bil11 782 regarding altemative ratemaking for natural

gas and electric distribution companiesin Pennsylvania. In my view, HouseBill 1782 is not
necessary and as constructed would result in increased rates to consumers with no discemible

benefit being provided to consumers.
Altemative ratemaking methodologies can cover a broad spectrum of mechanisms
and methodologies including those mechanisms identified in House Bill 1782. Pennsylvania law

currently provides for many forms of altemative ratemaking and Pennsylvaniautilities currently
use a broad array of alternative ratemaking methodologies. In particular, the use of surcharges
within the statutory requirements for such charges, the use of the fully forecasted test year, and

the consideration of performance factors in setting rates are examples of altemative ratemaking
mechanisms currently reflected in the Public Utility Code. See,66 Pa.C.S. $$ 3 15(e), 523(b),
1307, 1319,

1351, 1505(b), 2806.1.

Pennsylvania's

current altemative

ratemaking

methodologies have been targeted to achieve specific purposes and objectives and seek to
balance utility benefits and consumer protections.

Since Pennsylvania restructured its electric and natural gas industries, a
substantial portion of the utility bill -- the elect=ricgeneration service and the natural gas

commodity service- is subjectto competition. It is the distribution/deliveryportion of the bill
that remains under regulation through the traditional ratemaking process. The ratemaking
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process for these monopoly servicesprovides a balancing of stakeholderinterests such that
investors and shareholders are provided the opportunity to recover prudent and reasonable costs

as well as the opportunity to eam a fair rate of retum on investment dedicated to the public
service. At the same time, this process provides ratepayers with just and reasonable rates that are

easily understood and provides adequateprice signals to utilize resources in an efHcient manner.

Altemative

ratemaking mechanisms, however, pose significant risks to

Pennsylvaniaratepayersby disrupting this careful balance. Alternative ratemaking mechanisms

lower the risk a utility facesin providing utility servicesby guaranteeingat least a portion of
revenuerecovery which runs counter to the long acceptedratemaking principle that utilities are
entitled to the Qp2Qa111111y
to eam a fair rate of retum. .See,e.g., Federal Power Comm'n v. Hol

NaluaLgatCe:,

320 U.S. 591 (1944);

and ]nplpyQmQnt(IQ: y: Ppbliu

Serv. Comm'n of West Virginia, 262 U.S. 679 (]923).

The balance of interests established

through the ratemaking processis tilted with altemative ratemakingby shifting business and
financial risks of operating a public utility directly

6om shareholders to captive ratepayers.

Captive ratepayers, however, are least able to bear or manage these risks.

The traditional ratemaking process, with some targeted adjustments along the
way, has served Pennsylvania well over many decadesand through many signiHlcantchanges in
the utility industry.

Under our current regulatory namework, utility revenues are stable, specific

automatic recovery mechanismsare in use to support the improvement of infrastructure
necessaryfor the safety, reliability and efHlciencyof the system,the overall reliability of the
system is trending in a positive direction, our universal service programs are expanding, access

to a wide array of renewableresourcesis readily available,energyefficiency programsare
robust, and the opportunity for utilities to eam a fair rate of retum is more assured. In light of the
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effectivenessof the current regulatory framework, lquestion the need to further disassemblethe
traditional base rate process.

The traditional base rate processprovides for a thorough review of utility
operations, a review of the prudence of ]arge capital improvements, an analysis of the fair rate of
return on capital (i.e., profit) as well as public input conceming the quality of service and the
impact of rate increases on customers and communities.

The base rate process also allows for

the alignment of rates, rate design, and revenuesand the consideration of measuresthat may be
necessaryto addressthe negative impacts of increasing rates on customers. These foils

of

review, and the public's input, are lost in altemativeratemakingprocesses
that rely upon
formulaic methodsof setting rates.

On the other hand, guaranteedrevenue recovery mechanismsthat would be
pemiitted under House Bill 1782 tend to promote the inefblcient utilization of scarceresources,
reduce the incentive for regulated monopoly public utilities to operate as efficiently as possible,

shin unmanageable
risks to ratepayers,andrestrict the full review of a utility's operationsthat is
necessary in setting just and reasonable rates. To give up the essential protections and

efficiencies of the traditional ratemaking process would require clear and measurablegoals
beyond the statutory obligation to provide safe, adequate,reliable and continuous service, clear
benefits to consumers, and necessaryconsumer protections.

As [mentioned,

the General Assembly has provided for some altemative

ratemaking mechanisms to achieve targeted objectives that improve utility service and has
included consumer protections with these mechanisms. When I look at the stated purposes of

House Bill 1782, 1believe that thesepurposesare already being achievedin Pennsylvania. Some
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are supported by altemative ratemaking mechanisms that have been approved for the speciHlc
purpose and others are fully supported by current base rates.

For examp]e,onepurpose identified in HouseBi]] 1782is to facilitate customer
access to new energy options. Customers in Pennsylvania already have accessto a wide array of

energy options through retail choice in the electric and natural gas industries as well as through
the Altemative Energy Portfolio Standards Act. 66 Pa.C.S. $$ 2801 e/ seg., 2201 ef seq.; 73 P.S.
$ 1648. I ef seq. Energy options currently available include access to renewable energy, access

to various rate options, and accessto interconnectionand net metering for solar energy
installations. Customersalso have broad accessto energy efficiency and demand response
programs through Act 129 of 2008. 66 Pa.C.S. $ 2806.1. As I will discuss more below,

altemative ratemaking methods that adjust based on sales or revenues, such as revenue
decoupling, are particularly problematic in conjunction with net metering for solar installations
and have already been rejected by the General Assembly in the context of energy efbciency
programs.

Another stated purpose in House Bill 1782 is to sustain investment in
infrastructure. In 2012, the General Assembly provided for the DSIC mechanismwith the
specific purpose of repairing, improving and replacing our utility infrastructure. 66 Pa.C.S. $$
135] -1 358. All EDCs and NGDCs have the option to recover the costs of the in6astructure

repair and replacementbetweenbase rate cases. The DSIC also contains essentialconsumer
protections that serve to retain the necessary balance between the utility's recovery of the
infrastructure costs and just and reasonable rates for consumers. It is unclear to me what purpose
is served by layering another altemative ratemaking mechanism as it concerns infrastructure over
top of the DSIC, particularly one that contains no essential consumer protections.
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A third purpose identified in House Bill 1782 is to reasonablyallocate
infrastructure costs to customers and market participants. Allocation of costs is exactly the type

of complex issue that is handled through a base rate proceeding. Altemative ratemaking
mechanismsdo not allow for the detailed analysis necessaryfor such allocations, typically
spread costs to a]] customers on a formula basis, and adjust automatically without consideration

of changing factors. ] would also note that altemative ratemaking methodologies do not assign
costs to "market participants," only to customers.

I would like to tum to someof the specific provisions of HouseBi]1 1782. 1wi]]
not addresseachcomponent of the altemative ratemaking mechanismsin detail here. My Office

has filed extensive comments in the Commission's on-going proceeding that is examining

altemative ratemakingmethodologies. See,
Mf!!!edelQglf$, Docket No. M-2015-2518883. Our Comments(filed March 16, 2016 andMay
31, 2017) and Reply Comments(filed July 31, 2017) extensively considerthe many altemative
ratemaking mechanisms, identify the concerns with these mechanisms for consumers, and
address the specific questions posed by the Commissioners on this topic.

I will not repeat these

commentshere, but will be happyto make them available to the Committeeat any time. Ido
wish to highlight here, some specific issuesrelated to House Bill 1782.

HouseBill 1782 is expansivein its authority, allowing the Commissionto identify
and implement any tami of altemative ratemaking mechanism without standards,clear policy
objectives, measumble outcomes, or consumer protections. While House Bill 1782 identifies

five altemative ratemaking mechanisms as examples of those that can be consideredby the
Commission, the authority provided to the Commission is not limited to these five mechanisms.
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Without guidanceto the Commissionas to what is to be achieved,it is not at all clear how the
Bill would be implementedor would benefit consumers.

Each of the five mechanismsidentified as altemative ratemaking mechanisms
presents its own set of concems for ratepayers. ] wi]] discuss revenue decoupling below as an
example of some of the concems presented. What these mechanisms have in common, though,

is that they allow for little or no review of the expendituresof the utility andprovide little to no
incentive to the utility to operateefHlciently. As to multi-year rate plans, Pennsylvaniaalready
uses a fully forecastedfuture test year that allows utilities to look two years out in determining
their costs and revenues. Beyond that time frame, estimates become very unreliable and place
customers at risk that future rates wi]] not be just and reasonable.
House Bill ] 782 also allows the utility to choose the mechanism, or mechanisms,
that it wants to implement. Allowing the utility to choose the altemative ratemaking mechanism

raises significant concerns. To use an example,some types of programswi]] benefit the
shareholdersof utilities whose sales are growing betweenrate cases,while other types of
programs wi]] benefit shareholders whose sales are declining. If left to the sole discretion of the

utility,

each utility

will understandably select the type of program that most benefits

shareholders,even if that program is not necessarily the most cost-effective or beneficial to
customers. The Commission, on the other hand, is obligated to balance the interests of utility
shareholders and consumers and to approve only those programs that the Commission
determinesbest servesthe overa]] public interest. The Commission's handswould be tied by the
selection of the utility.

If the point of the Bill is to addresschangesin the industry, then we

should address those changes in a consistent manner for all utilities to keep all utilities and all

ratepayerson equal footing.
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I would also note that House Bill 1782 seems to go beyond altemative ratemaking
mechanisms that address a utility's sales and revenues by allowing for the inclusion of capital
investments, including a retum on and a retum of capital costs, to be included in the altemative

ratemakingmechanism. Outside of the DSIC and advancedmeter deployment,which have
specific, limited identification of purposeand eligible facilities as well as consumerprotections,

surchargesand other altemativeratemakingmechanismstypically have not included the
recovery of capital costs. Including capital costs and profit margin in altemative ratemaking
mechanisms with their limited review and automatic adjustment guarantees profit to shareholders

and disassemblesthe ratemaking process to the detriment of ratepayers Widespread inclusion of

capital costs in an automatic adjustment mechanism is a significant change in regulation in
pelmsylvania that must be thoroughly considered.

While I have concem with other aspects of HB ]782 and with each of the
altemative ratemaking mechanisms identified, lwanted to address both revenue decoupling and

the implications of using the altemative mtemaking mechanisms to recover the costs of
distributed energy resources. These aspectsof House Bill 1782 serve to highlight the nature of
the concems for ratepayers and regulatory policy in Pennsylvania.
Revenue decoupling is oren advanced as a tool to encourage energy efHlciency

investment by utilities. There are several forms of revenue decoupling but the two most oren

proposedare lost revenue adjustmentsand a revenue per customer approach. Under a lost
revenue adjustment, only the revenues lost due to a specific energy efficiency program are
recovered through the mechanism. Under a revenue per customer approach, the utility is

insulatedflom any deviation in actual saleshom expectedsales. The changecould be flom
anything,such as economic activity, weather,energy efficiency, changein building codesand
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the like. The reasonfor the change is irrelevant to the adjustment. Both methods present
significant issues.
Proponents of revenue decoupling argue that it will remove the disincentive of the
utility to implement energy efficiency programs.

Through Act 129, Pennsylvania has achieved

robust energy efHlciencywithout revenue decoupling. Under Act 129, Pennsylvania's electric
utilities spend approximately $240 million annually on energy efHlciency and demand response
programs.

Our utilities have largely met or exceeded the mandated energy efUlciency goals,

recovered the costs of the programs on a full and current basis, and have done so within the
spending cap provided under Act 129. Act 129 squarely spoke to the issue of reduced revenues
from energy efHlciency programs and found that decreased revenues from energy efficiency

programs should be addressedin the context of a base rate case. Act 129 also established
penalties for failure of the EDCs to meet the mandated energy efficiency and demand response
goals. In essence,Act 129 contains both "carrots" and "sticks" to achieve the purpose of the Act

within the spendinglimitations set forth by the GeneralAssembly.
Given the ratemaking methodologies we have in place and the successwith Act
129, revenue decoupling will not further advance goals that Pennsylvania is seeking to achieve.
Revenue decoupling, however, will introduce other potential hamasto consumers.

A great deal of focus in the revenue decoupling debateis put on the customer's
total bill and the argument that the change in the usage rate occasioned by revenue decoupling is
general[y sma]] when properly designed. A critical distinction is oren lost in this argument, that
is the distinction between those customers who can participate in energy efHlciencyprograms and
reduce their usage sufHciently to offset the increased usage rate and those customers who cannot
participate (or cannot participate sufElcient]y) in energy efnlciency programs. Not a]] customers
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are able to engage in energy efficiency due to the lack of financial means to pay for the necessary
investment, the lack of ownership of their residence or business, or the inability to reduce energy
usage any further due to health and safety concems. These low to moderate income households
and otherwise vulnerable households end up bearing the brunt of these increasing prices between

base rate cases. In a base rate case, where offsets can be recognized and principles of
affordability can be applied, these impacts can be better addressed.
Alternative ratemaking methodologies must also be considered in relationship to

other utility operations and policies of the Commonwealth. One of the important policies that
the Commission and the Commonwealth have sought to forward is the extension of natural gas
service to unnerved and underserved areas. Some foils

of revenue decoupling could reduce the

incentive for utilities to engagein timely main extensions as the benefit of adding new customers
(and the associated revenue) is muted with some fomls of revenue decoupling.

Revenue decoupling can also interact with the operations of the utility,
particularly as it concemsstorm restoration. Without proper protections,a utility could end up
being compensated for revenues the utility would not otherwise have collected due to an outage.
In other words, when the power is out to a home and the home is not able to consume electricity,
this would ordinarily result in reduced revenue to the utility and a reduced bill to the customer.

A decoupling mechanism will automatically "make up" this reduced revenue through the
adjustment thus increasing utility revenues and customer bills due to the outage. Such a result

could be particularly burdensometo customers who must pay for service they did not receive
becauseof an outage.
I would also caution against consideration of revenue decoupling based only on

past trends in usage or sales. Revenue decoupling, as well as other altemative ratemaking
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mechanisms,are most often introduced or proposed when a utility is experiencing declining
sales. The energy industry continues to changeas policies on both the state and federal level
evolve. There may be new opportunities for the growth and development of the energy sector.
We are already seeing a growth in the use of natural gas for heating, industrial processes,electric
generation, and transportation.

Similarly, there is a growing use of electric vehicles.

Electrification, particularly with increased renewable production, is being viewed as a means of

reducing emissions. Any policy basedon the idea that energy industry saleswill remain flat or
continue to decline may quickly be out of date.
While revenue decoupling is typically thought of to addressthe impacts of energy
efHlciency, I would like to raise a concem about the use of revenue decoupling as a means to
addressdistributed generation on the utility system. The question of reduced utility sales due to
distributed generation, net metering and the proper payment for residential solar is an issue being

consideredby many states. One of the concemswith distributed generationis that as more
customersinstall solar behind the utility meter, thereby reducing their purchasesfrom the utility
grid and avoiding some or ajl distribution charges, the costs to support the distribution system
must be paid by other customers. The lost distribution revenuesresulting from net metering fall
on those customers who are unable to reduce their utility purchases through installation of
distributed generation. Revenue decoup]ing does not address this fundamental issue with
distributed generation and may even exacerbatethe concerns. With decoupling, all of the
foregone utility distribution revenue from reduced utility sales is automatically shifted to other

customersthrough the decoupling mechanism.
That brings me to my concem with the inclusion of distributed energy resources

in HouseBi[1 1782. As ] readHouseBi]1 ]782, it wou]da]]owan EDC or NGDCto own
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distributed generation resourcesand to receive traditional rate base/rateof retum treatment for

that generationresourceby recoveringa retum of and a retum on the distributedenergy
resources through an altemative ratemaking mechanism. It would also allow a utility to own
altemative fuel vehicles and the associated inbastructure.

If it is the intentof HouseBill 1782to allow electricdistributioncompanies,
or
even natural gas distribution companies, to own generation assets and receive rate base/rate of

retum cost recoveryfrom ratepayers,this would move away hom the policy of the
Commonwealth declared in the Electricity Generation Customer Choice and Competition Act
that competitive market forces were to be usedto control the cost of generatingelectricity rather

than economicregulation. While in my view the RestructuringAct did not precludean electric
distribution company from owning generationassets,the Act was clear that regulation which
allowed a utility to recover a retum on and retum of the prudent cost of used and useful
generating assets hom ratepayers no longer applied.

Economic competition through the

wholesale markets and market price provides the cost recovery for generatingassets,not
regulated ratemaking cost recovery from captive ratepayers-

Monopoly distribution utility ownership of distributed generationassetsas well as
energy storage assets should also be carefully considered. Such ownership may impair or
eliminate the benefits of innovation that could result flom competition. Such ownership and
regulated cost recovery treatment removes the incentive to pursue private investment and grants

as it reduces the rate base value and the profit to shareholders 6om the project. Distributed
generation assets and energy storage can be supported by grant finding as well as private
investment where much of the risk of the investment is with the private entity and not ratepayers.

Monopoly distribution utility ownership, along with recovery of and retum on the plant through
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an altemative mechanismflom ratepayers,would result in increasedcosts for ratepayersand
limited benefit for any distributed energy resource.

The ownership of alternative fuel vehicles and the associated infrastructure
presentsa similar concern. The use of alternative fuel vehicles as fleet vehicles by the utility is
already occumng and appropriate recovery of the costsof these altemative fuel vehicles as part

of a utility fleet is being provided through baserates. There is no reason to single out these
vehicles in use by utilities for any form of special treatment. The associated infrastructure,
however, is a broad term that raises additional concem. This language could be read to suggest

that monopoly distribution utilities should be in the businessof owning and operating third party
altemative fuel charging stations that are open to the public. This is a significant area of policy

that requiresmuch discussionand should not be decidedat this juncture through a Bill that is
addressing altemative ratemaking mechanisms.

If this Bill is to move forward in any finn, I would strongly urge the Committee
to limit its scope, provide clear, measurable objectives to achieve that will benefit consumers,

and include necessaryconsumerprotections. I have attachedan Appendix with a list of
consumer protections that I recommend be included in the Bill if it moves forward. I would also

strongly urge that the provisions regarding distributed energy resources and inHastructure
deve[opment be removed flom House Bi]] 1782.
While ] fully agree that the energy industry landscape continues to change and
advance, ] believe that our traditional regulatory system, with the targeted modifications that

have been made along the way, has met these challengesand will continue to meet the
challenges of the energy industry.

For these reasons, I believe that House Bill 1782 is

unnecessaryand should not move forward.

Thank you again for the opportunity to testify.
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Appendix to Testimony of Tanya McCloskey

]iE: HouseBill 1782
Should the General Assembly determine to make changes to the cunent regulatory model to
accommodatevarious forms of altemative ratemaking, the following consumer protections
should accompany any change in the regulatory model:
e

Any adjustment permitted between base rate cases should contain a hard cap, i.e., with no
exception to increase the cap.

e

The utility should be required to achieve specific objectives, implement programs, or
achieve specific metrics set forth in the legislation that are over and above the obligations
already in place for regulated utilities in Pennsylvania.

e

The utility must be able to demonstratethat the alternative ratemaking mechanism will
result in clear, speci6lc measures of success for incremental benefits to consumers that
exceedthe additional costs.

e

The return on equity must be reduced to reflect the reduced risk to the utility from the
alternative ratemaking mechanism.

e

The utility should be required to submit periodic base rate filings such as every three to
Hiveyears so that a complete review can be undertaken.

e

Altemative ratemaking mechanisms should only be implemented as part of the
completion of a full base rate proceeding.

e

The underlying rate structures in base rates should be required to be aligned with the rate

structures and rate designs of any altemative ratemaking mechanism before
implementation.
8

The altemative ratemaking mechanism should not include capital costs and should not be
allowed to recover a profit margin for shareholders.

e

The altemative ratemaking mechanism should apply to all customer classes

8

Altemative ratemaking that is intended to address changes within an industry should be
applied as a comprehensive policy to all utilities within the industry.

e

The utility should not be permitted to make the sole selection of the altemative
ratemaking methodology that would be applied.

©

T'he Commission should retain the authority to impose additional consumer protections as
the Commission determines are necessary when reviewing any proposal .

